Drink You Deep

Fsus  F  Fsus  F  Fsus  Dm  (Bb  C)  F

Fsus  F
Surrounded by wealth and material things
Dm  Bb  C
Thirsty for something that riches can bring
Bb  Dm
We’re digging so deep in wells that run dry
Bb  Csus  C  F
Still looking for water where death turns to life

C  Bb  F
Cuz we wanna drink, drink you deep
C  Bb  F
We wanna drink from the river that satisfies
C  Bb  Dm  F/C
We wanna drink, drink you deep
Bb  C  Fsus  F  Fsus  F
We wanna drink from the river of life

Fsus  F
Lives of abundance yet spiritually poor
Dm  Bb  C
Replinish with you so we’re thirsty no more
Bb  Dm
Water so bitter no life can be found
Bb  Csus  C  F
Cleanse mighty river, so life can abound

C  Bb  F
Cuz we wanna drink, drink you deep
C  Bb  F
We wanna drink from the river that purifies
C  Bb  Dm  F/C
We wanna drink, drink you deep
Bb  C  F
We wanna drink from the river of life
C  Bb  F
Yes we wanna drink, drink you deep
C  Bb  F
We wanna drink from the river that satisfies
C  Bb  Dm  F/C
We wanna drink, drink you deep
Bb  C  Dm
We wanna drink from the river of life
Bb  C  F
We wanna drink from the river of life